Healthy Cochise

- Be Healthy! Sierra Vista
- Healthy Tombstone
- Healthy Bisbee
- Benson Community Resource Council
- Healthy Douglas
- Healthy Huachuca City
- Fort Huachuca Community Ready and Resilient Council
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Tombstone, Arizona

- Population: 1,296
- 23.6% live in poverty
- Women 65-74
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Healthy Tombstone

Tombstone Senior Center
Lions Club
Tombstone Food Pantry
Cameo Ladies
The Tombstone Gazette
Cochise Health & Social Services
UA Cooperative Extension
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Healthy Tombstone

- Access to Emergency Services
- Transportation
- Increase Food Access
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What did Healthy Tombstone actually accomplish?

- Supplemental Insurance
- VICAP
- Shuttle?
Thank you!
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